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     ome of our favorite times 
are in the mornings when we 
wake up to enjoy a peaceful 
sunrise, spend an hour 
kayaking around the bay or 
go for a jog to breath in the 
fresh start of a new day.  The 
peace we feel inspired this 
simple but beautiful 5 Wrap 
Bracelet Tutorial, Island 
Wraps!   We let the beads 
choose the cord colors and 
made it  simple to make and 
super easy to wear!  We hope 
you love them as much as we 
do!  
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Materials:  

• Charm or Tassel
• 4 Colors .5MM Chinese Knotting Cord
• 3 Strands 4MM Fire Polish Beads
• 8/0 Beads
• 3x5MM Fold Over Crimp with Extender 

Chain

Knots:   

*  Macrame Square Knot

S

Tools: 

*  Thread Burner
*  Pliers
*  Lighter
*  Beadsmith Mini Macrame Board & Pins

Bali

How To Videos and PDFs   

* How to Macrame Square Knot (PDF)
* Preparing your Chinese Knot Cord for 

Threading Beads (VIDEO)
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 1)  For each cord color cut (6) 1/2 yard pieces.  
These are your Macrame Cords. For one of the 
colors cut another piece that is 1.5 yards.  (color 
does not matter) This is your Core Cord.  

2)   Prepare one of the ends of your Core Cord for  
bead threading.  See video on “Preparing your 
Chinese Knotting Cord for Threading Beads” if you 
need extra help.

3) Attach Core Cord to Macrame Board.  Bring 
cord down one slot and up the next one to secure.

4)  Choose a color from your macrame cords and 
macrame 12 square knots starting about 3 inches 
down from the top of your Core Cord.   
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5)  Before knotting your last two knots, add a little 
GS Hypo cement to your core cord for extra 
security.  Finish last two knots.

6)  Remember. You can count your square knots 
by counting the stitches.    See Tutorial on “How to 
Macrame Square Knot”

7)  Add Beads.  You can add them in any pattern 
you want  We decided on:  8/0 (2), Fire Polish (5), 
8/0 (2) 

8)  Choosing another color Macrame Cord, Start 
Macrame again.  
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9)  When you have made 2 or 3 knots, push the 
the new macrame tightly against the beads.

10)  This will help keep your bracelet from having 
“kinks”.  Continue macrame for a total of 12 square 
knots.

11)  Repeat Steps 7-10 for desired length   
alternating Macrame Cord Colors as you go.  

12)  See next page on how to Calculate Desired 
Length.  Your work should now look like this.
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Calculating Desired Length

Measure your wrist and multiply by 5. (or the number of wraps you want)  
This is the length you want.  Make sure to end with a macrame portion.   
This bracelet uses a Fold Over Crimp with extender chain as its clasp 
which makes it adjustable so it is okay if you end up with a final piece that 
is a little short.  

The crimp can also be added to any part of the macrame (so you can also 
shorten your piece if it ends up being a bit long.  

13) Time to trim the excess cord.  You can do this 
as you go along or wait until the end and do them 
all at once.  We like to wait till the end to give the 
Hypo cement time to dry.

14)  Trim Cords.  Please see “How to Macrame 
Square Knot”  tutorial for the best way to trim your 
cords so they stay secure.
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15)  The Clasp 16) Place the end of the macrame into clasp.  
Leave a little sticking out.  This will be cut off later. 

17)  Fold over both sides of clasp with a pair of 
pliers.  Repeat on the other side making sure not 
to twist the work.  Cut off excess with a thread 
burner as close to clasp as you can.

18)  Add charm or tassel with jump ring.  You can 
add this anywhere but we like to add it on a bead 
section.  You are Done!
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